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STAGE

'Cinderella'
"Cinderella," exclusively authorized by the producer of Rodgers
& Hammerstein's "Cinderella," is a Chinese version of this musical
presented by the Qimu Rensheng company. Its original version is
the Tony Award-winning musical of the classic tale featuring all the
moments you love — the pumpkin, the glass slipper, the masked
ball and more.
Time: 7:30 p.m., Aug. 24 & 25
Venue: Qintai Grand Theater (琴台大剧院)
Tickets: ￥50, ￥100, ￥180, ￥280, ￥380, ￥480

STAGE

'A Suspense Drama'

In the play, a suspense drama,
claiming to be the most thrilling of the
year, is about to start. However, on the
night of the show, the cast boycotts the
drama for its use of clichés and
stereotypes. The director makes every effort
to save the failing drama by persuading
theater volunteers to form a whole new
cast, and he tries to modify the storyline
within the limited time remaining. Thus, no
one knows what will happen on the stage.
Directed by and starring Wang Zichuan, the
play premiered in 2012 and and has been
hailed as a drama with the tone of
Stephen Chow's "A Chinese Odyssey" that
is suspicious enough to subvert all your
impressions of a suspense drama.
Time: 7:30 p.m., Aug. 24 & 25
Venue: Zhongnan Theater (中南剧院)
Tickets: ￥50, ￥100, ￥180, ￥280, ￥380

CONCERT

Ouyang Nana's concert

Born into a musical family, Ouyang
Nana scored first place in the Grand
Taiwan National Music Competition in
cello and first place in the Music
Competition in the Taiwan region in
2011. She successfully held four cello
recital concerts in 2012. In recent years
she has also been active in a variety of
shows, films, and television plays. Her
Wuhan concert, aiming to bring an
auditory feast to her fans, will present 12
songs and eight cello pieces.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Aug. 29
Venue: Wuhan Salon (武汉客厅)
Tickets: ￥280, ￥480, ￥680, ￥880, ￥1080

GIN 2019 China tour

GIN is a Japanese fingerstyle
guitarist with a career that spans more
than a decade. He studied from guitar
master Isato Nakagawa and has played
fingerstyle that combines folk, Flamenco
and classic guitar music. At his concert
tour in China, GIN will present both his
classic hits and a few pieces from his
new album released last year. In
addition, he will also perform a number
of new pieces that have not yet been
made public.
Time: 8:30 p.m., Aug. 14
Venue: VOX LIVEHOUSE
Tickets: ￥120, ￥220

